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This is a progres3 report on e seismic survey 
extel'lding over the Poole Ra nge and Pric e 1 s Creek areas 
am the Pinnacle Fault, near the north-eastern boundary 
of the Fit zroy Basin. fr1he survey was corducted during 
the winter of 1953. 

The .Poole Range Dome has been mapped in outcropping 
rocks of Permian age, but its westerr. closure is not 
certain. It is at the south-eastern end of a line of 
anticlinal folding which includes the St. George Range 
Dome and Nerrima Dome. 

The target beds for an oil test bore would be the 
Devonian and/or Ordovician rocks, which crop out on 
tbe north-eastern side of the Pinracle Fault, ard over 
which the Permian rocks of the Poole Range are believed 
to lie unconfor~ably. 

The seismic results indica~e B thick section of 
sediments or:' the south-western side of the Pinnacle 
Fault and show a fair defree of conformit~ ~etween 
shallow and deep ref~ections on t~e rorthern flank 
of the dome. Further investigatioll was made in 1954 
around the flanks of the dome~ to determine whether 
or not the domsl structure persists at depth, but 
the interpretation of the results of' the 1954 survey is 
not yet complete. The Ordovician roeks on tbe north
easter'') side of the Pinnacle fa_~lt are shown to have 
a probable unexposed thickness of about 900 feet. 

( iii) 
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1 • . INTRODUCTION- _.-

The survey described in tbis report forms part of 
the overall programme in the search for oil i~ the Fitzroy 
Basin in the Kimberley Division of Western jI,ustralia, which 
is being conducted by both the Commonwealth Government and 
private companies. This survey was made during the second 
field season spent in that area by a seismic party of the 
Bureau of Mineral Resources. 

The first season was spent in attempting to detail 
by refraction methods the deep structure underlying Nerrima 
Dome (Vale, Smith and Garrett, 1953), after it had been fourd 
impossible to record reflections over the Dome. 

An assessment of the Fitzroy Basin or a regional basis 
by Schneeberger (1952) placed the Poole Range in the most 
favourable position in the Fit zroy Basin for the occurrerce 
of oil. The Poole Range was then selected to be covered by 
a detailed gravity survey and a seismic survey. 

The seismic survey included reflectiol and refraction 
traverses, the location of which is shown or. Plate 2. 
Traverses "A" and ttr.rt' are reflection traverses. Traverse 
"A" extends from the Ordovician outcrop at Price fS Creek to 
a point near the surface axis of the Poole Range Dome. Traverse 
"'11

" extends along the mair: Fitzroy Cros3ir.g-Halls Creek road 
from Traverse "A" to Christmas Creek Homst6ad. Refraction 
shooting was done along Traverse "An betweer. S.P. 's 33 and 
45. Traverse nZ" is a refraction traverse approximately 
along the strike on the Ordovician outcrops near Price's Creek. 

Headquarters and camp for the party were established 
about one mile north-east of the main Fitzroy Crossing-Halls 
Creek l'oad and midway betweel" Bloodwood Bore and Dusty 
Outcamp. At full strenr-th the party cmnsisted of two 
geophysicists, one radio technician, surveyor, driller, 
.drilling assistant, mechanic, shooter, eight field assistants, 
cook and cook's offsider. K.R. Vale, Senior Geophysicist 
of the Bureau's Seismic Group, supervisee the work for the 
first two mopths. 

The recording instrument used was a 24-channel type 
made by the Swedish Electrical Prospecting Company, and 
mounted on a Morris one-ton truck. Other vehicles used 
by the part~T were e-:Od'ble truck, a s!-lOoting truck, a 
Failing "750" drill, two 400-galL. water ter'ders, a 
workshop truck, a supply truck and two Lapd-Rovers. 

Although the drill was operated for two eight-hour 
shifts per day, the rate of drilling, in general, was slow, 
being approximately 7! holes per week • 

A general discussion of the geology of tbe Fitzroy 
Basin is given by Schneeberger (1952)$ A com9rehel'sive 
preliminary report on the geology is gj_ven by Guppy (1953 ) .• 
The fOllowing notes are based on the above reports. The 
problems for whlCh a se ismlc solution ma y ':Je poss ible have 
been discussed by Vale et al (1953). 



The Poole Range Dome is at the south-88ster~ end of 
a line of folding which h:lIcludes the St. Geopge Range Dome 
and Nerrima Dome T and has been mapped in Permia n sediments. 
The Grant Formation and Poole S8~dstone are exposed in the 
central part of the structure, and the Poonkanbah Formation 
a nd the Liveringa Group are exposed on the rorthern and 
southern fla~ks. Freney Kimberley Oil Company's Poole 
Range Bore No.3, reached a depth of 3,264 feet and fiDished 
it: the Grant Formation. With 200 feet of Grant Formation 
outcropping above the bore site this proved a minimum~ 
thickness of 3,4pO feet for this formation. The thickness 
of the Poole Sandstone is approximately 200 feet in the 
Poole Range, but increases in a north-westerly direction, 
being 60C feat in the western St. George Rarge and 1,200 
feet at Herrima, as shown by the bore there c The Noonkanbah 
Formation is approximately 1,260 feet thick in the Poole 
Range area, and is generallybetweer: 1,200 and 1,300 feet 
thick throughout the Fitzroy 3asin. Outcrops of the 
Noonkanbah Formatio~ in this area consist of interbedded 
siltstone, sandstor~e, limestone and shale, whereas in the 
Nerrima area the Formation is predominantly shaly. A 
full sectior' of the Liverir~ga Group is not exposed in 
the area under review as the upper members bave been 
largely eroded. 

o 
The Poole Range Dome is cut by numerous faults 

trending approximately north-soutt, which are thought to 
be an expression of the competercy of the Permian sediments 
a t the time of fold i ng. Tbose 8xttjr:d we II c~ own the flanks 
of the structure and may be observed as far as eight miles 
from the axis. 

Schneeberger (1952) advanced the following two 
reasons for sele8ting the Poole Ran~e Dome as being most 
favourably located for the accumulation of oil. 

(a) Oil sho~s were obtained from the Grant Formation 
in the Poole Range Bore ]\To.3 (This oil is thougbt 
to have originated in the Devonian sed1.ments assumed 
to underlie the Permian)~ 

(b) Of the s truc tures mapped, the Poole Ra (lge Dome is 
the closest to the outcroppinr Ordovic:\.a n and Devonian 
limes tor,es' (which, unier favourabl& c il'cums ta[lces, 
could provide source beds for oil) a--1o. consequently 
it is more likely that these ~ocks exist under the 
Poole Range than under GbE: othur structures. 

Ordov 1c ian rocks crop out ove::.. ... an a rea of approxima tely 
12 square mile s ab out 16 mile s I'or tll-eas tot the .apex of the 
Poole Range Dome, neal' Price's Cre 3k. Three shallow bores 
were put down in this section and it was re:)orted that they 
showed traces of oil (Schneeberger, 1952, p~7). The 
Ordovician contains two forma tlons, the upper of which, 
the Gap Creek Dolomite, is 780 feet thick, and the lower 
one, the Emanuel Limestore, has 1,670 feet exposed. This 
gives a known thickness of ~,450 feet for the Ordovician 
section, but as the base of the Ema~ue1 Limesto~e is not 
exposed, this is not the total thickness. The Middle 
Devonian Pillara Limestone unconformably ovor1ies the 
Ordovlciar; rOBks and contains reef formations. 

-", 0-

(I Two tecto'-,ic features intervene betweer the Poole 
Range Dome and the Ordovician and Devonian limestones to the 

~ north-east. The first is the Pi[lnacle Fault, which has a 
north-west trend and a downthrow on the south-west side, 

• 
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probably of several thousands of feet. Neither Ordovician 
nor Devonian rocks are exposed south-west of this fault. The 
other feature is the Talbot Syncline which lies to the south-west 
of, and is roughly parallel to, the Pinnacle Fault. 

The specific tasks of the seismic survey were 

(i) To evaluate the thickness of the unexposed section of 
the Ordovician. 

(ii) To evaluate the thickness of the total sedimentary 
section on the south-western side of the Pinnacle 
Fault. 

(iii) To establish, if pOSsible, whether or not the domal 
structure of the Poole Range persists at depth. 

At Nerrima, it was found that, although good reflections 
could be recorded on the synclines north and south of the Dome, 
none were recorded on the Dome itself. This was thought to be 
due to the extensive faulting present in the central part of the 
structure. It seemed likely that the same conditions might apply 
in the Poole Range and that if they did, evidence on the flanks 
of the Dome would be sufficient to answer (iii). 

The work along Traverses HAil and l1ZI1 provides answers 
to (i) and (ii) in terms of minimum thicknesses, and the work 
along Traverse nAn south-west of S.P. 28 and along Traverse nTn is 
a contribution towards the answer to (iii). It is hoped that 
the work in 1954 on the eastern and southern flanks of the dome will, 
when interpreted, provide a final answer. 

The purpose of the refraction spread along Traverse nAn 
was to check the existence of a fault suggested by the reflection 
cross-section at S.P. 39. 

3. SHOOTING 1lJETHOD El1PL~D 

The reflection shooting employed the conventional 
continuous profiling technique. Holes were drilled at 
i-mile intervals with geophone stations marked out at 110 feet 
intervals between the shot points. Each hole was shot with 
12 geophone stations set out on either side of it. Normally 
the furthest station on either side would fall at the adjacent 
shot point, but, to avoid abnormal effects 'on reflection times 
due to the proximity of the geophone to the shot hole, the end 
stations were moved a further 110 feet along the line. 
Experimental shooting was done using more than one geophone at the 
stations and improvement in the quality 0::': reflections was noted 
on these records. Consequently, in all subsequent shooting at 
least two geophones per station were used. These were placed 10 feet 
apart and connected in parallel. The party had insufficient 
geophones to use more than two per station for normal shooting, 
but in places where reflections were poor or even non-existent, 
the holes were shot with geophones laid out on only one side at 
a time and four geophones per station were then used, these being 
connected with two pairs in seri~!s and each pair in parallel. 
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4. ~DUCTION ANlLPI3ESENTATION OF. REFLEQTION DATA 

The final results of the reflection traverses are 
presented in the form of cross-sections showin~ the reflections 
recorded from various horizons (Plates 3 and 4). Each 
reflection is indicated by a straight line, which is drawn 
to show the calculated depth, horizontal displacement and 
dip of the reflecting horizon. The length of the line 
indicates the actual portion of the reflecting horizon covered 
by the recorded reflection. This is equal to half the spread 
of the geophones. Each reflection is graded both for certainty 
of it being a reflection and for accuracy of the dip angle 
calculated from it. The system of grading used is that described 
by Gaby (1947). The grade of accuracy assigned to a reflection 
is shown on the cross-section by drawing a full line for good 
accuracy, a line with one break for fair accuracy, a line with 
three breaks for poor accuracy, and alternating dots and dashes 
for questionable reflections. 

To present a clearer picture of the information set out 
on the cross-section a "phantom" horizon has been drawn. Broadly 
speaking, this is a line drawn thro .gh a zone of the cross-section 
in which the reflections are conformable, so that it shows the 
average dip of the reflections within that zone. The width of the 
zone is kept constant and the phantom horizon is always at its 
centre. The.dip of the phantom horizon was calculated at intervals 
of 200 feet along the traverse, In calculating the average dip, 
the reflections were weighted according to quality. 

The reflection times and dips have been corrected for 
surface variations such as the elevations of the shot points 
and geophone positions, and the thickness of low velocity or 
weathering layers beneath these points. The elevation of the 
stations and the weathering thickness are plotted at the top 
of each cross-section. 

5. PtESULTS 

(a) Near-surface velocity information 

Shooting was done on several different formations which 
outcrop in the area, and from the first arrivals on the normal 
reflection records the following near-surface or "sub-weatheringll 
velocity information was obtained:-

PERMIAN ROCKS 

Average 
Formation Sub-weathering Weathering 

Velocity Velocity 

Liveringa Group 7,600 ft/sec 2,700 ft/sec 
I 

I 
Noonkanbah Formation 9,000 ft/sec 3,000 ft/sec 

Poole Sandstone and/or 
Grant Formation 

Approx. 
10,000 ft/ sec ---



Formation 

Emanuel Limestone 
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ORDOVIC IAN ROCKS 

Sub-weathering 
Velocity 

12,000 ft/sec 

Average Weathering 
Velocity 

L- __________________ ~. ____ . _______________ ~ _____________________ _ 

The difference in the sub-weathering velocity when 
shooting on the Liveringa Group and the Noonkanbah Formation 
supplies a means of plotting the boundaries between these 
formations. The two boundaries either side of the Talbot 
Syncline are shown to be at S.P. 22 and S.P. 30. These 
positions do not agree with the geological map (Plate 2), 
but the geological boundaries are marked as uncertain in this area. 

(b) Avera~e velocity information from reflection shoo~ 

To convert the reflection times obtained from the records 
into depths below the surface, some knowledge of the seismic 
velocity distribution in the sedimentary section is needed. 

Average velocity information was obtained by a t -L\t 
analysis (Dix, 1952, 124-126), in which t is the reflection 
time and.1 t the I1spread correctionl1 (tlmove out") or that 
difference in times be~ween the closest and furthest geophones 
recording a reflection, which is caused by the length of the 
geophone spread. 

Reflections used in the analysis were subject to the 
following conditions ~-

(i) Accuracy grade to be at least tlFair ll • 

(ii) Either (a) reflections to be recorded on all 
24 geophones from the one shot, or (b) reflections 
to be recorded on the same 12 geophones from shots 
at each end of the geophone spread. 

(iii) Reflections arriving at times later than 1.2 sec were 
excluded, because the IIspread corrections tl for zero dip 
reflections are then too small to allow an accurate 
velocity determination. 

For reflections of type (a) in condition (ii), the 
l}t values supplied by each half of the reflection were 
corrected for weathering and elevation variations before 
being averaged to eliminate the dip component. However, a 
simple average of the two~ t values obtained from type 
(b) reflections eliminates both weathering and elevation 
variations as well as the dip component. 

With the limitations imposed by the above conditions, 
the number of reflections available was reduced considerably and 
there were none of sufficient quality recorded at times less than 
0.8 seconds. The average velocities calculated were: 

Velocity from surface to 4,000 feet 
Velocity from surface to 5,500 feet 
Velocity from 4,000feet to 5,500 feet 

10,000 ft/sec 
11,000 ft/sec 
15,000 ft/sec 
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(c) 2J:averse A •. 

The surface trace of the Pinnacle Fault crosses traverse 
nAn between S.Ps~,' 19 and 20. The presence of the Fault is 
shown by the first refraction arrivals for the spread of 
geophones between S.Ps~ 19 and 20 when shooting from those 
shot points. The time-dis tance curves from each of these 
shot points showed two abrupt changes in a{Jparent veloc ity -
a decrease and then an increase for S.P. 19SW and an ircrease 
and then a decrease for S.P. 20NE a (Fig"l" opposite). 

North-east of the Pinnacle Fault no reflections were 
recorded by the normal spreads. However, shoot ing from 
S.P.5, with geophone spreads extended l~-miles to the south
west, two interesting results were obtained. 

Firstly, an event which could be a reflection was 
recorded on a few geophones at a distance of approximately 
~-milE? from the shot poInt. It is calculac;ed tha t this would 
come from a reflector at a depth of approximately 2,200 feet. 
Secondly, the first refraction arrival between the shot 
~)oint a r:d 1.3 miles fr m the shot point showed a grada tion 
in apparent velocity from 11,000 :Pt/sec. to 13,550 ft/sec. 
for the near-surface :f'ormatior, but between 1.3 and 1.5 miles 
from the shot point the slopn of the t ime-r"istarce curve 

--

(Fig.2) shovJed the preserce of a refractor with an apparent 
velocity of 19,500 ft/sec. at a depth of approximately 1,600 feet. 

South-west of the Pinnacle Fault refll"'ctions were recorded 
along traverse "An from S.'i?20 to S.P.48. Plate 3 is a cross-

~ section of traverse ~A" on which are plotted all reflections 
recorded. The quality of the reflections, in general, is poor. 
Only 14 per cent are grac1ed a s be i1'1g of fa I,r accuracy, 33 
percent are graded as being of poor accurasy, and 53 percent 

~ are regarded as questionable reflectiors .. Nevertheless, there 
are very few reflections which show large discrepancies in dip 
when compared with neighbouring reflectiors. This general 
c-onformity of dips irdica ted by the reflections lends much 
weight to their reliability. 

The reflections are most derse from 3,000 feet to 
8,000 feet. A pha l"ltom hor izor~, which shows t}:le s true tural 
cOYlfiguration alor2' the traverse, was cOl"structed through 
this part of the cross-sectioD . sing a zone 4,000 feet wide. 
The deta iled informa tion supplied by this phantom horizon is 
as follows:-

From S~P422 to S.P.25 . no apprec iable dip" . 
From S. P .. 25 to S.P.27 50 dip to s outh-wes t. 
At S.P.,27 trough of synclire. 
From S.P.27 to S.?31 5-£0 ai' dip to Y"orth-east. 
From S.P.31 to S.P.37 olo of dip to north-east .. 
From SeP.37'to S.P .. ~9 ! .1.0 of dip to south-l;l!e st. ~2 

From S.P.39 to S.P.42 3 0 of dip to south-west. 
From S.P.42 to S.P.46 21t° of dip to north-east. 

From S.P.39 to about 6bJ feet rorth-east of S.P.4l, there 
is only or'e qUE:stionable reflection cOY"trolling the phantom 
horizon and there ore very few reflectiors frot": other depths~ 
This zone of few reflections iY'dicates pos,sible faulting and 
to test this hypothesis a refraction profile v'as shot along 
this part of traverse" AU II The refraction profile showed tha t 
there was no fault of any appreciable throw (sr,o bel,;w), and 
the phan tom horizon has therefore been carp led across this 
zone. However, the phantom horizon must 1")c; c:onsidered as of 
doUbtful accuracy ac?oss this part of the traverse, whert it 
is shown as a dashed line. 



Below 8,000 feet, reflections are not as plentiful 
and are generally of poorer quality. wrom S.P.26 to S.P.38 
the reflectiors between 8,000 and 13,000 feet are conformable 
with the phartom horizon. However, between S.P.43 and S.P.45 
there are several reflections o~ fair accuracy from 8,000 to 
13 1 °°0 feet, whlch indicate stron~ north-east dip of approxo 
11°. This is below the 2!O north-~ast dip shown by the 
pha~tom horizo~ to exist at shallower deoth end irdicates an 
unconformity at a depth of approximately 8,000 feet. This 
may represent the Permian/Devonian contact~ 

Other events are recorded which, if they are true 
reflections, come from c.eott's between 13,ono f'eet aT1d 
20,000 f6f:7t., It is possible that these eve}~ts are multiple 
reflections from shallower beds, but no dir(:ct evidence is 
available from the croSB-faction to support this theory. 
Assuming they are true reflections, reliable dips indicated 
oy them are:-

Below S.P.32 
Below S.P.37 
Below S.P.46 

· · • · · · 
160 to north-aast. 
1 0 to nor t1:-J- eas t. 
3~0 to south-west~ 

Comparison of these dips with those cglculated at other 
depths, indicates another urcor·formity at al\out 13,000 feet. 

Near the Pinnacle Fault, reflections iJ1dicating dips of 
the order of 300 to 40° were obtained. Tbese are tbought 
to be reflections frc~J the fault )lanee Tbelr positions and 
dips have been calculated} assuming that thE: travel paths of 
the ref'lections are straight. If cnlculatiops were made 
usirg cur.ved tra'el pat"hs, the positions of the reflections 
would be moved to the south-wer,t and their dips would be 
steepened. They would then agree 1/ifIth the known posit ion 
of the Pinnacle Fault (oetween S.P.19 a:ncl S.P.20 at surface) 
and show it as dipping at 500 - 600 to tbe south-west. 

At S.Ps. 47 and 48 reflections became scarcer and 
from S~P.49 to S.P.53 no reflections were recorded. Holes 
at S.P.57 and S.P.65 were also shot wHhout giving any reflect
ions. At all these shot poi rts four geophones per trace 
and 50 per cent mixing in 1.,11e ampli':'iers wel'E: triE:d without 
producing any improvement o 

(d) Traverse T. 

Plate 4 is the cross-section showing the reflections 
recorded along ~raverse T~ From S.P.44 to S.P.IOO, reflections 
were fairly plentiful, but south-east of S.P.100 towards 
Chris tmas Creek Homestead only a few reflections of poor 
q'uality were recordec., these giving no reli[;ble dip information. 
Between S.P.112 and the bomestead, boles We]:'E; drilled at S.P~~l..l6 
120, 124 and 128 only a nd these wer'3 shot us ing four geopbones 
at eacb statio)" and 50 per cent mixing of the energy from the 
adjacent station. No reflections of usable quality were record
ed from tbese boles. 

Between S.P~44 and S~P.92 the dip of tbe shallow 
reflection along the traverse (down t~ 8,000 ft.) is about 
40 tm tbe south-east and from S.P.93 to S.P.97 it is about 1 0 

to the north-west. However, below 8,000 feet tbe dips below 
S.Pil.44 to 93 average 100 to the south-east" This confirms 
the indications of an unconformity at 8,000 ft. which was 
observed on Traverse "A". The second unconformity at 13,000 ft., 
indicated on Troverse tiN', is not a}!parer:t on Traverse tiT". 
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8" l (0) r In order to test the pO,.3sible existence of a fault 
indicated at S.P.39 on the reflection cros~-section of 
Traverse flAil 1 a refractton p-rofile VJas shot from S.Ps.33 
and 45. Geophones were laid out from eacb Ehot point 
at 220 ft. intervals ulong the tra 'ferse be twee n the two 
shot points. The time-distanCE curves obtained from the 
shooting are shown on Fig.3, opposite. 

Three distinct velocities were recordeG from this 
profilet-

(i) The sUb-weathering velocity was 9,075 ft/sec. 

(ii) A velocity of 10,850 ft/sec. was recor~ed from a 
refractor at a depth of 650 feet below S.P.33, and 
dipping to the north-east of 20. 

(iii)A velocity of 14,300 ft/sec. was recorded f'rom a 
refractor at a depth of 2,650 feet below S.P.33, 
and di'ppirg to the r'orth-east at 4 0 • 

The following table c ot:1pares these veloei ties and 
their depths with those obtained at }~rrima (Vale et a~ 
1953, p,6) am suggests a relationship with geological 
informa tion. 

iInformation on Traverse" AU
:
1 Informa tion at Nerrima 

Geological 
Forma tion Velocity 

{ 

! 
;Depth 
I at 
I B.?" 
1 33 
! 

(rtlseo): (ft) I,:. (ft) :!(ft/seO)! (ft) I 
Noonkanbah I 8) 500 0 

I Formation 9,075 I ~ 0;, 9,700 300 

'I 'Poole I:: \ 

Depth 
from 
Nerrima 
Bore 

(ft) 

o 

800 Sandstone 10,850 650! 800!i 11,550 1,000 I 
~--'--------~--------~-------+I--------~i'--------~------Ir---------~ 

Grant Not! I, 1 

2,000 Formation Recorded I'J 1,000' 12,650 2,500; 

~----------~----------~-----4'--'------+--------'~----~--------~ i Layer within I i: 
I Grant Form- 14,300: 2; 650 ;: 14,500 4,000 i !,: 

! a t ion t, I'~ 1 

i "I I j 'I'i----·--t---i-'--.,...--·--+-T-----!o"--'I ' 
. . ? I: i: 16, 000 , 7, 000 I 

------------------------~-----------

The portion of the Noonkanbah formation, which at Nerrima 
extends from the surface to 300 feet and has a velocity of 
8,500 ft/sec e has beer eroded away at S.P .. 33 on Traverse "At!. 



The decrease ,in the veloc 1 ty of the lower part of 
the Noonkanbah Formation from 9700 ft/sec~ in the Nerrima 
area to 9075 ft/sec in the Christmas Creek area is 
possibly caused by the facit:;s chan€:e from a shaly formation 
to a sandy one~ The decrease in the velocities of the Poole 
Sandstone and Grant Formation ma:y be due to a smaller depth 
of burial. The table shows thut, allowinG'for the decrease 
in thickness of the Poole Sandstone (from 1,200 ft. at 
Nerrima to 200 ft. at Christmas Creek), the depths of 
refractors B,nd geological forma tionR correspond fairly well 
in both areas. 

There are no sudden ir'ereases or decreases in apparent 
velocity on the time-distance curves for the refraction 
profiles the.t could be asslgflec1 to faulting. This is positive 
evidence that there is no fault of aDprec:table throw near 
S.P.39. 

(f) Traverse "z" 
This is a rePraction traverse shot over the Ordovician 

sediments near the north-eastern end of Traverse "Aft. It was 
shot in order to confirm the existence of a high velocity 
refractor at an approximate depth of 1,600 feet which was 
indicated by the test shooting from S.P.5 on Traverse !lAu. 
The time-distance curves for Traverse ItZ" are shown on Fig.4, 
opposite. 

The velocity of u shallow refractor recorded from a 
depth of approx. 200 ft. is 13,300 ft/sec~ and calculations 
from intercept times show this as dipping at to to the south-east. 
At a distance of l! miles, velocity of 19,950 ft/sec. was 
recorded from anestimated depth of 1,600 feet. The time-distance 
curve shows a discontinuity midway between S.P.81 and S.P.82 
which indicates an erosional scarp or fault -with a down-throw 
to the north-west of 250 feet. On the north-west side of this 
fea ture the refractor dips slightly to the south-eas t. On 
the other side it dips to the south-east at approximately li? 

6. Q.2lQ~.QB§. 

The foregoing results have supplied the following 
answers to the three probloms raised in Section 2. 

( i) North of the Pinnacle Fault the sedimentary section 
is probably comparatively thin" Thls is lrJdicated 
by the lack of reflec tions in this r eglon, and also 
by the presence of 8 refractor wtth the high velocity 
of 19,950 ftJsec. at a depth of 1,600 feet beneath 
the Ordovician 011tcrop" Roc lrs known to have a velocity 
as high as this are limestones, dolomites~ 6asic 
igneous rocks, and metamorphics. Twelve miles north 
of the Ordovician outcrop the Lamboo complex of pre
Cambrian age is exposed on the surface$ This consists 
of granite and metamorphic rocks, and ,-:ould possibly 
be present at 1,600 fe"'t heneath the Ordovician section, 
and give rise to the high velocity refractor recorded 
a t this depth on !f'ra vers e -: Z· \') 

It is estimated that BOO feet of "he kn'owri 's'ection 
of the Ordovician rocks are present at S.P.BO on Traverse 
"Z" where the estimated depth of the high velocity 
refractor is 1,700 fte If the high velocity refractor 
represents pre-Cambrian rocks, there is a further 900 ft. 
of Ordovic1.an sediments below the known section. 
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(ii) South-west of the Pinnacle Fault the reflections obtained 
suggest a sedimentary section of approximately 20,000 feet, 
with angular unconformities at 8$000 feet and 13,000 
feet. It seems reasonable to assume that the unconformity 
at 8,000 feet represents the Permian-Devonian contact. 
Three alternative possibilities for the rest of the 
section are sho~n below g 

.. _ •• -.U ___ .",., 

I -
(2) _. _ ... - -

n Permian 

--
an- Devoni-3. t")-

O-BOOOft. I Permia 

1---8-0-0-0---1-3' OOOf:- De vo rt i 

tOrlJOV~ cian Ordovician --,--

. 

13000-20000ft. I pr~am~rlaD I mbria:n pre- Ordovic ia n 
I sedime nts I sed irle nt s _. 

(3) ---
Permian 

Devonian 

Ordovician 
and pre-
Ordovician 

, s~ents. 

The depth to the pre.Cambrian in (1) agrees with 
Guppy's (1953, pt'l42) estimate of thi8 depth as being 
12,000 feet in the Poole Range. (ThE:: depth to the 
unconformity on the seismic cross-seetion is measured 
on the northern flank of i~he Poole Range where there 
is approxima tely a n extra 1,000 feet of Permian cover). 
In (1) and (2) the Devonian snd Ordovician rocks would 
have the same dip within the limits of resolution of the 
seismic method (probably about 2 0 to 3 0 in this survey). 
The zone from 13,000 feet - 20,000 feet is not necessarily 
a conformable zone, but the r e flee tions were too sparse 
to enable unconformity to be detected if present. 

(iija)On the north flank of the Poole Range Dome, between 
Christmas Creek and the Pinnacle Fault, there is general 
conformity be:ween the near surface beds and the deeper 
beds down to a depth of 8,000 feet.. There is, however, 
a small crest at S.P.38 and a trough at S.P.42 on Traverse 
tl An, which are not dis c los ed on the surface. These are 
probably masked by the (~uaterr)ary sands and soils covering 
this region. The axis of the 'i'albot ,syncline is shown 
to be at S.P.2?, which is approximately ~ mile south-west 
of its position shown on the geolorical map. The axis 
of the syncline at SoP.2?, however, correlates better 
with the position of thG boundaries between the Liveringa 
Group and Noonkanbah Formation, as inferred from the 
sub-weathering velocity measurements g These differences 
between the geological map and the seismic results are 
probably due to difficulties in plotting accurately the 
position of geological boundaries in this area. 

(iiib) North-east of S.P.38, within the Talhot Syncline, 

! 

the reflections are conformable in the cross-section below 
traverse fiN' to 13,000 feet. Closer to the Dome, however, 
near the junction of 'L>8verses "An and ItTtt there is an 
unconformity between the reflections above 8,000 feet and 
those belowe At S.P.44 the true dip can be calculated from 
known components alontz Traverses "At? and itT" giving 3~0 
east-south-east at 5,000 feet and loio east ~~ 10,000 feet. 
This u~conformity at 8~000 feet may represent the Permian/ 
Devonian contact. 
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7. liF&..0rjiIvjENDATIONS, 

(i) Present indications are that the Poole Range Dome may 
persist in depth to $least 8 1 000 feetr. Further information is 
however required on the souther~, eastern and western flanks 
of the Dome and it is recommended that reflection traverses 
be shot on these fler-ks whe:- the surveyis resumed. It is 
suggested that the faulted part of the structure be avoided 
if pO~A\ble~ ""If.conformity with the surface structure is 
again established at depth, then the Poole Range Dome would 
become a first class target for a deep drilling tes,t, 
assuming that other factors are favourable~ 

( ii) I t is thought tha t velo8i ty inf: rma t ion ob ta ined from 
refraction shooting may be useful in indicatinr the type 
of ro~ks prese~t beneath the Permian section south-west of 
the Pin~acle Fault. The presence in the ~hristmas Creek 
area of the 16,000 ft/sec. refractor recorc~e(' at Nerrima 
would be proved or ~isproved by a refraction traverse, 
which should preferably be along the axis of the Talbot 
Syncline. If the distance between shot point and geophones 
is extended far' enough this traverse may also reveal the, 
presence of the high velocity refractor that was recorded 
north of the Pinnacle Fault.. Velocl ty shooting on outcrops 
of the varlous Devoniaf1 limestones and pre-Cambrian rocks 
may then give a correlation between the outcrop velocities 
obtained and tte velocU"lEs obtailled at depth south of 
the Pinnacle Fault. 

(iii) If a scout drill is available in the Kimberleys, it 
is recomme'1ded that a hole be drilled on the Ordovician 
outcrop. If this was l~cated at the base of the exposed 
aectiol'"l, it would have a1'1 excellent '-;hance of revealing 
the remainder of the promising Ordovician sectlon, which, 
on the basis of the seismic results, is expected to be 
~pproximate1y 900 feet thick. 
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